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Abstract

Closed world reasoning is the process of inferring that a logical sentence is
false based on its absence from a knowledge base, or the inability to derive it.
Previous work on circumscription, autoepistemic logic, and database theory
has explored logical axiomatizations of closed world reasoning, but has not
addressed computational tractability. Work in planning has traditionally
made the closed world assumption but has avoided closed world reasoning.
We take a middle position, and describe a tractable method for closed world
reasoning over a restricted logical theory of the sort utilized by planning
algorithms such as strips, nonlin, and tweak. We show the method to
be both sound and tractable (linear-time updates), and incorporate it into
the ucpop planner. Experiments utilizing our Internet softbot (software
robot) demonstrate that the method can substantially improve the softbot's
performance by eliminating redundant information gathering.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

In many cases, an agent does not have complete information about its world.
For instance, a robot may not know the size of a bolt or the location of an
essential tool [29, 21]. Similarly, a software agent, such as the Internet softbot
(software robot) [14, 13, 9], cannot be familiar with the contents of all the
bulletin boards, FTP sites, and �les accessible through the Internet1

Recent work has sketched a number of algorithms for planning with in-
complete information (e.g., [1, 29, 21, 32, 11, 13]). These planners are
vulnerable to redundant information gathering when they plan to \sense"
information that is already known to the agent [12]. Since satisfying the
preconditions of an information-gathering action can involve arbitrary plan-
ning, the cost of redundant information gathering is unbounded in theory
and quite large in practice (see Section 4).

To solve this problem we utilize an explicit database of meta-level sen-
tences such as \I know all the �les in /kr94," which encode local closed

world information (LCW). The information in this database is equivalent to
the \closed roles" found in knowledge-representation systems such as clas-
sic [2], loom [3], to predicate completion axioms [4, 20], and to circumscrip-
tion axioms [26, 23]. Indeed, work on autoepistemic logic (e.g., [27, 22]) and
circumscription (e.g., [19, 8, 33]) has investigated the logic of closed world
reasoning over arbitrary �rst-order theories, but without considering com-
putational complexity. Work on formal theories of action (e.g., [25, 17, 7])
has done the same for theory updates. Formal models of perception have
been proposed [5, 6], but not made computational. Finally, work in database
theory has yielded intractable approaches such as enumerating the possible
logical models corresponding to a database [36] or computing the disjunction
of all possible results of an update [18]. In contrast, we have formulated a
tractable algorithm for closed world reasoning, with updates, over the re-
stricted representation language utilized by existing planners. Our approach
has several novel features:

1Because our work is motivated by the softbot, most of our examples are drawn from
the UNIX domain. However, we emphasize that our results are general and corresponding
examples are easily found in physical domains as well.
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� We present a sound and tractable calculus for querying and updating
closed world information as the state of the world changes (Sections 2.2
and 3).

� We incorporate our closed world reasoning machinery into an extended
version of the ucpop partial-order planner [31, 16] enabling it to avoid
redundant information gathering despite the absence of complete in-
formation. Experiments in the UNIX domain show that the bene�t
derived by avoiding redundant sensing far outweighs the costs of main-
taining the closed world information (Section 4).

2 Local Closed World Information

We begin by formalizing the notion of an incomplete world model. At every
point in time, the world is in a unique state, w, which may be unknown to the
agent. For any ground, atomic sentence ', either w j=' or w j=:' hence the
set of facts entailed by the world forms a complete logical theory; we use DW
to denote this theory. Following [30, 15], we formalize an agent's incomplete
information with a set of possible world states, S, that are consistent with
its information. Since we assume what information the agent does have is
correct, the current world state, w, is necessarily a member of S. We say
that ' is known to the agent (written S j= ') just in case 8s 2 S; s j= '.
We say that the agent possesses complete information when S and w entail
exactly the same set of facts. Incomplete information means that there are
facts such that neither S j= ' nor S j= :'; in this case we say ' is unknown
to the agent.

2.1 Representing Closed World Information

Due to the size of S (a potentially in�nite set of large structures), the agent
cannot represent it explicitly. Instead we represent the facts known by the
agent with a database DM � DW; if ' 2 DM then S j= '. In the interests of
tractability, we restrict DM to ground literals. Since DM is incomplete, the
Closed World Assumption (CWA) is invalid { the agent cannot automatically
infer that any sentence that is not in DM is false. Thus, the agent is forced
to represent false facts in DM, explicitly, as sentences tagged with the truth
value F.
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Yet, many sensing actions return exhaustive information which warrants
limited or \local" closed world information. For example, scanning with a
TV camera shows all objects in view, and the UNIX ls command lists all
�les in a given directory. After executing ls, it is not enough for the agent to
record that paper.tex and proofs.tex are in /kr94 because, in addition,
the agent knows that no other �les are in that directory. Note that the agent
is not making a closed world assumption. Rather, the agent has access to an
action that yields closed world information.

Although the agent now knows that (parent.dir foo /kr94) is false,
it is impractical for the agent to store this information explicitly, since there
are an in�nite number of such sentences. This observation leads to a minor
paradox: we cannot explicitly represent in DM every sentence we know to
be false, yet we cannot make the CWA. We adopt a simple solution: we
represent closed world information explicitly as a meta-level database, DC,
containing sentences of the form LCW(�) that record where the agent has
closed world information. For instance, we represent knowing all the �les in
/kr94 as:

LCW((parent.dir ?f /kr94))

We adopt the following procedural semantics for LCW sentences. When asked
whether it believes in an atomic sentence �, the agent �rst checks to see if
it is in DM. If it is, then the agent responds with the truth value (T or F)
associated with the sentence. However, if � 62 DM then � could be either F or
U. To resolve this ambiguity, the agent checks whether DC entails LCW(�). If
so, the fact is F otherwise it is unknown (truth value U). Note that the agent
need not perform inference on DM since it contains only ground literals.

A LCW sentence can be understood in terms of circumscription [23]. For
the example above, one de�nes the predicate (P ?x) to be true exactly when
(parent.dir ?x /kr94) is true, and circumscribes P in DM. However, ex-
isting work on circumscription is insu�cient for our needs. The work does
not provide a theory indicating which predicates should be minimized and
no way to update what is being minimized when the world changes.2 More-
over, most work on circumscription is not computational (see [24] for an
exception), and none is computationally tractable. Yet, for the purpose of

2Following [17, 18] we distinguish between updating a database and revising it. We
assume that our agent's knowledge is correct at any given time point, hence there is no
need to revise it. When the world changes, however, the agent may need to update its
model to remain in agreement with the world.
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planning with incomplete information, we require the ability to represent,
infer, and update closed world information quickly. Below, we describe a
computational mechanism that addresses this problem.

2.2 Inferring Local Closed World Information

An agent requires information about the external world w, but only has direct
access to DM and DC. The agent needs to answer queries such as \Do I know
all the postscript �les in /kr94?" or, more formally, is the following true:

LCW((and (parent.dir ?f /kr94) (postscript ?f)))

Correctly answering LCW queries is not a simple matter of looking up LCW

assertions in the DC database. For instance, suppose that agent wants to
establish whether it is familiar with all the �les in /kr94, and it �nds that it
is familiar with all the �les in all directories. Then, a fortiori, it is familiar
with all the �les in /kr94. That is:

LCW((parent.dir ?f ?d))j=LCW((parent.dir ?f /kr94))

In general, we have:

Theorem 1 (Instantiation Rule) If � is a logical sentence and � is a

substitution, then LCW(�)j=LCW(��).3

Moreover, LCW assertions can be combined to yield new ones. For instance,
if the agent knows all the group-readable �les, and it knows which �les are
located in /kr94, it follows that it knows the set of group-readable �les in
/kr94. In general, we have:

Theorem 2 (Conjunction Rule) If � and 	 are logical sentences then

LCW(�) ^ LCW(	)j=LCW(� ^	).

The intuition behind the rule is simple | if one knows the contents of two
sets then one knows their intersection. Note that the converse is invalid.
If one knows the group-readable �les in /kr94, it does not follow that one
knows all group-readable �les. The rule LCW(�) j= LCW(�^	) is also invalid.
For instance, if one knows all the group-readable �les, it does not follow that
one knows exactly which of these �les reside in /kr94.

Given this inference rule, it is natural to inquire whether answering LCW

queries is tractable. In general, the answer is no:
3Proofs of the theorems are in the full paper.
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Theorem 3 If DC is an arbitrary set of LCW sentences, and � is a distinct

LCW sentence, then computing whether DCj=� is undecidable.

To gain tractability, we restrict the sentences in DC to conjunctions of
positive literals. As a result, we lose the ability to represent LCW statements
that contain negation or disjunction such as \I know all the �les in /kr94

except the �les with a .dvi extension," and \If a �le is either in /kr94 or is
a lisp �le then I know it." However, LCW inference is reduced to the problem
of matching a conjunctive LCW query against a database of conjunctive LCW
assertions. Although a conjunctive match terminates in time exponential
in the length of the query [35], if we accept a bound k on the number of
conjuncts in a query, then the running time is a polynomial of order k in the
size of DC [10]. In the UNIX domain, we have found that LCW queries are
typically short (k � 3) which, with the aid of standard indexing techniques,
yields reasonably fast LCW inference in practice (see Section 4).

3 Updating Closed World Information

As the agent is informed of the changes to the external world| through its
own actions or through the actions of other agents| it can gain and lose
LCW. When a �le is compressed, for example, we lose information about
its size; when all postscript �les are deleted from a directory, we gain the
information that it contains no such �les. This section presents a linear-time
algorithm for updating DC, the agent's store of LCW sentences. The key to
our algorithm is the restriction of DM to ground literals (Section 2.1). Since
we have foregone the ability to write domain axioms relating predicates, we
sidestep the rami�cation problem [25]; instead, we demand that updates to
DM (such as those caused by action execution) explicitly enumerate changes
to every predicate that is a�ected.4

Recall that DM is a database of ground atomic sentences each explicitly
tagged with a T or F truth value. We signify the atomic update of a sin-
gle positive literal ' from unknown to true with �('; U! T) and denote
analogous changes in the obvious manner.5

4This is standard in the planning literature. For example, a strips operator that moves
block A from B to C must delete (on A B) and also add (clear B) even though (clear

?x) could be de�ned as (forall (?y) (not (on ?y ?x))).
5Note that, as explained in Section 2.1, if a fact is absent from D

M
, the agent deter-
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DM can change due to information gathering on the part of the agent, or
when the agent is informed of a change to the state of the external world.
We formulate the update policy as a set of rules and state them as theorems
since they are sound. Our update rules compute conservative (i.e., sound but
incomplete) updates from DC to D0

C based on the changes to w and DM. By
distinguishing between transitions to and from U truth values, DC updates
can be divided into four mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases which we call
information gain, information loss, domain growth, and domain contraction.
Below, we consider each case in turn.

3.1 Information Gain

An agent gains information when it executes an information-gathering action
(e.g., wc or ls), or when a change to the world results in information gain.
In general, if the information in the agent's world model increases, the agent
cannot lose LCW.

Theorem 4 (Information Gain) If �('; U! T _ F) then D0

C � DC.

This theorem suggests a simple conservative policy: as long as an action
gains information, then DC need not be modi�ed. However, by analyzing
the form of the information gained and exploiting the assumption of correct
information, it is possible to do better. For example, when the agent knows
the cardinality of the set of instances matching a pattern, then it can deduce
when it has LCW [34]. The most common case involves functional relations.
When an information-gathering action yields the unique value of a variable
(e.g., wc reports the word count of a �le), the agent knows it has local closed
world information and can update DC.

To state this update rule in general, we de�ne an instance function, I,
that returns the set of sentences matching � in a given theory:

I(�;D) = f	 2 D j 9� such that �� = 	g (1)

We refer to the set denoted by I(�,D) as the domain of � in D. When the
cardinality of the �'s domain is the same in DM and in the theory induced
by w, we can conclude that we have LCW(�):
mines whether it is F or U by consulting DC. Thus, updates of the form �('; U! F) or
�('; F! U) may occur when DC changes, even if DM does not.
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Theorem 5 (Counting Rule (after [34])) If j I(�;DM) j = j I(�;DW) j
then D0

C DC [ f�g

To utilize the Counting Rule in practice, our agent relies on explicit ax-
ioms such as 8?f; j I((word.count ?f ?c);DW) j = 1 which are used to
expand the e�ects of action schemata to include LCW updates to DC.

An agent can obtain local closed world information, even when the car-
dinality of a domain is variable (e.g., the number of �les in a directory) by
executing an action with universally-quanti�ed e�ects. For instance, the ex-
ecution of ls in the directory /bin provides information on all �les in that
directory: (LCW (parent.dir ?o /bin)) In general,6 we have:

Theorem 6 (Forall Rule) If an action has a universally quanti�ed obser-

vational e�ect of the form (forall (?V1..?Vn) (pred ?V1..?Vn))) then

after execution of that action, D0

C DC [ f(pred ?V1..?Vn)g

3.2 Information Loss

An agent loses information when a literal, previously known to be true (or
false), is asserted to be unknown. When a UNIX �le is compressed, for
example, information about its size is lost. In general, when information
is lost about some literal, all LCW statements \relevant" to that literal are
lost. To make this precise, we introduce the set REL(') to denote the LCW

assertions relevant to a literal ' as follows:7

REL(') � f� 2 DC j 9x 2 �;9�; x� = 'g

For example, if an agent has complete information on the sizes of all �les
in /kr94, and a �le in /kr94 is compressed, then the sentence

LCW((and (parent.dir ?f /kr94) (size ?f ?c)))

is \relevant" and must be removed from DC.

Theorem 7 (Information Loss) If�('; T _ F! U) then D0

C DC�REL(').

Note that, given our assumptions (correct information, etc.), information
is only lost when the world's state changes.

6Space considerations in this extended abstract preclude a rigorous statement of this
theorem; the full paper de�nes precisely what a universally quanti�ed observational e�ect
is and generalizes this result to universally quanti�ed conditional and causal e�ects.

7Since the sentences in DC are conjunctions of positive literals, we use the notation
' 2 � to signify that ' is one of �'s conjuncts.
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3.3 Changes in Domain

Finally, we have the most subtle cases: an agent's model changes without
strictly losing or gaining information. For example, when the �le kr.sty

is moved from the /tex directory to /kr94, we have that D0

M 6= DM but
neither database is a superset of the other. When the model changes in this
way, the domain (denoted by I) of the patterns containing (parent.dir ?f

/kr94) grows whereas the domain of the patterns containing (parent.dir

?f /tex) contracts. LCW information may be lost in patterns whose domain
grew. Suppose that, prior to the �le move, we knew the word counts of all
the �les in /kr94; if we do not know the word count of kr.sty, then that
LCW assertion is no longer true. In general, we have:

Theorem 8 (Domain Growth) If �('; F! T) then D0

C DC � REL(')

When the domain of a pattern contracts, no LCW information is lost. For
instance, when a �le is removed from the directory /kr94, we will still know
the lengths of all the �les in that directory.

Theorem 9 (Domain Contraction) If �('; T! F) then D0

C = DC.

Note that our update rules cover all possible truth-value transitions. The
rules guarantee that DC does not contain invalid LCW assertions, so long as
the agent is appraised of any changes to the world state. For the sake of
tractability, the rules are conservative| the DC may be incomplete. For
example, when the word count of kr.sty is unknown in the above example,
we could say that we know the word counts of all the �les in /kr94 except

kr.sty. However, that would require us to store negated and disjunctive
sentences in DC, which would make LCW inference intractable. To see this,
consider a singleton LCW query such as LCW((parent.dir ?f /kr94)). If DC
contains only positive conjunctions, the query can be answered in sub-linear
time|examining only singleton LCW assertions indexed under the predicate
parent.dir. If disjunction is allowed, however, then the combination of
multiple LCW sentences has to be explored. For instance, by the Conjunction
Rule, we have that LCW(�_	)^LCW(�_:	)j=LCW(�). In general, answering
a singleton query, in the presence of negation and disjunction, is NP-hard.
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3.4 Computational Complexity of Updates

As stated above, our motivation for formulating conservative update rules has
been to keep LCW update tractable. We make good on this promise below.
We start by considering the complexity of applying single update rules:

� Information gain: Theorem 4 implies that no sentences have to be
retracted from DC. LCW sentences may be added by the Counting Rule
(constant time for functional relations{see Section 3.1) or by the Forall
Rule (constant time).

� Information loss & domain growth: the agent has to retrieve the
set REL(�) which, in the worst case, takes time linear in the size of
DC. The agent then removes each element of the set from DC, which
takes time linear in the size of the set REL. Typically, REL(�) is a
small fraction of DC.

� Domain contraction: DC remains unchanged in this case.

While each individual update rule application is reasonably fast, even in
the worst case, we have to consider the possibility of a cascade of DC updates.
Will the update rules chain on each other? Are such chains guaranteed
to terminate? Fortunately, we can prove that rule chaining is unnecessary.
The intuition is as follows. Chaining could potentially occur in one of two
ways. First, when DC shrinks, due to Domain Growth or Information Loss, a
potentially in�nite number of sentences change from F to U. Thus one might
think that the Information Loss Rule (Theorem 7) has to be applied to further
retract sentences from DC. However, careful examination of the de�nition of
REL shows that this is not the case | all relevant LCW sentences have already
been excised from DC. Second, when DC grows due to Information Gain, a
potentially in�nite number of sentences changes from U to F. However, by
Information Gain, no statements have to be excised from DC, and the Forall
and Counting Rules do not yield new LCW sentences as a consequence.8

Thus, in the absence of chaining, the time to perform LCW updates is
dominated by the time to retrieve REL(�) which is linear in the size of DC,
in the worst case, but much faster when standard indexing techniques (e.g.,
hashing on the predicates in �) are used.

8The Conjunction and Instantiation Rules are applied in response to LCW queries, but
ignored when DC is updated.
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3.5 Discussion

The update rules de�ned above form a sound, linear-time algorithm for up-
dating DM and DC. We believe our rules satisfy the update postulates spec-
i�ed in [17] and generalized in [7], but we have not yet attempted a proof.
Since sentences in DC are restricted to positive conjunctions and since our In-
formation Gain and Domain Growth rules are conservative, the algorithm is
incomplete. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that our algorithm is better than
the trivial update algorithm (D0

C fg). In the UNIX domain, for example,
our Counting and Forall Rules enable us to derive LCW from a wide range of
\sensory" actions, including pwd, wc, grep, ls, finger, and many more.

Furthermore, given the restriction to positive conjunctions, our informa-
tion loss and domain contraction rules are complete. Ultimately, the test of
any mechanism for closed world reasoning { complete or not { is its impact on
the agent's performance. Below, we describe preliminary experiments that
suggest ours is e�ective in practice.

4 Experimental Results

While we have shown that LCW inference and update are tractable, compu-
tational complexity is not always a good predictor of real performance. To
test whether our rules perform well in practice (i.e., run quickly and with
su�cient completeness for useful results) we added them to a version of the
ucpop planner [31] extended to interleave planning and execution (following
[1]) and incorporated into our Internet Softbot [16].

Table 1 quanti�es the impact on the planner's performance: LCW inference
yields a signi�cant performance gain. The tests mostly consist of simple �le
searches (e.g., �nd a �le with word count greater than 5000, containing the
string \theorem," etc.) and relocations. The actions executed in the tests
include mv (which can destroy LCW), observational actions such as ls, wc

and grep, and more. Each experiment was started from a new lisp session.
DM and DC start out empty, but they are not purged between problems, so
for each problem the agent bene�ts from the information gained in solving
the previous problems.

MaintainingDC introduced less than 15% overhead per plan explored, and
reduced the number of plans explored substantially. In addition, the plans
produced are often considerably shorter, since redundant sensing steps are
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Problem Planner Plans Actions Total

Set Explored Executed Time

22 problems, With LCW 420 55 109
13 solvable Without 3707 724 966
14 problems, With LCW 373 55 94
all solvable Without 1002 140 160

Table 1: Reasoning about local closed world information (LCW) improves the
performance of the softbot on two suites of UNIX problems. Times are in
CPU seconds on a Sun Microsystems SPARC-10. Without LCW inference the
softbot fails to solve eight of the problems in the �rst set, and one of the
problems in the second set, before reaching a 100 CPU second time bound.
With LCW, the softbot solves all the problems. The mean size of DC (the
agent's store of LCW information) is 155 sentences. The maximum size is 167.

eliminated. Without LCW, the softbot performed 16 redundant ls operations,
and 6 redundant pwds in a \typical" �le search. With LCW, on the other
hand, the softbot performed no redundant sensing. Furthermore, when
faced with unachievable goals, the softbot with LCW inference was able to
fail quickly; however, without LCW it conducted a massive search, executing
many redundant sensing operations in a forlorn hope of observing something
that will satisfy the goal. While more experimentation is necessary, these
experiments (combined with our analytic results) suggest that LCW inference
has the potential to substantially improve performance.

5 Related Work

Since we have already discussed the connection between our work and the
broad spectrum of research on autoepistemic logic, circumscription, database
theory, and formal theories of actions, we now focus on related work in the
planning literature. Our research has its roots in the socrates planner,
where the problem of redundant information gathering was initially discov-
ered [12]. Like our current planner, socrates utilized the UNIX domain as
its testbed, supported the uwl representation, and interleaved planning with
execution. socrates supported a restricted representation of LCW, which
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enabled it to avoid redundant information gathering in many cases. Our ad-
vances over socrates include an improved semantics for the notion of local
closed world information, the ability to satisfy universally quanti�ed goals,
and our sound and tractable calculi for LCW inference and update.

Some planners count the number of relevant ground propositions in their
model, before inserting information-gathering steps into their plans, to check
whether the desired information is already known [29]. However, this heuris-
tic, which corresponds directly to the Counting Rule (Section 3 and [34]),
is only e�ective when the number of sought-after facts is known in advance.
For example, a bolt has exactly one width, but the number of �les in /kr94

is unknown.
Genesereth and Nourbakhsh [15] share our goal of avoiding redundant

information gathering, but do so using radically di�erent mechanisms, and
in the context of state-space search. They derive completeness-preserving
rules for pruning the search as well as rules for terminating planning and
beginning execution. However, they do not have notions that correspond to
LCW, a database like DC, or our inference and update calculi.

6 Conclusions

Our work was motivated by the problem of eliminating redundant informa-
tion gathering in planners with incomplete information. In this paper, we
presented a sound and computationally tractable method for representing,
inferring, and updating local closed world information (LCW) (e.g., \I know
the lengths of all the �les in /kr94") over a restricted logical theory of the
sort utilized by planning algorithms such as strips, nonlin, and tweak.
To demonstrate the utility of our approach, we have incorporated our closed
world reasoning machinery into the Internet softbot [14, 13, 9]. Preliminary
experiments indicate that LCW inference can signi�cantly speed the softbot
and drastically reduce the number of actions executed, but more extensive
experiments are needed to fully evaluate the utility of our approach.
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